Multimedia technologies have achieved impressive results in the last years and they may be the key for a revolution in the cultural heritage area. These new technologies in fact can now make available for the public huge amounts of heterogeneous data (e.g. Europeana) creating unbelievable opportunities of study and valorisation of the cultural items.
designed for cultural heritage domain which helps the user to intuitively decide the next best position so as to build the geometry of historic monuments more quickly and more precisely. Lucena et al. (10.1007 Lucena et al. (10. /s11042-014-2063 ) present a classification technique that supports archaeologists in the categorization of wheel-made pottery pieces based on their profiles. In particular, each profile is defined as the cross section of the vessel in the direction of the rotational axis of symmetry and it is described by means of several Mathematical Morphology curves. Sfikas et al. (10.1007 Sfikas et al. (10. /s11042-014-2069 propose an approach for retrieval of complete 3D objects using range image queries that represent partial views.
Cohen et al. (10.1007/s11042-014-2190-0) present a system that assists the user in the process of reconstructing vessels by aligning 3D scanned fragments. Starting by a series of generic models constructed by the archaeologists, the approach is able to produce a virtual reconstruction of what the original vessel may have looked like, exploiting surface markings and colors information.
Three contributions of this special issue address the problem of film restoration. Stanco et al. (10.1007 Stanco et al. (10. /s11042-014-2068 propose a method to detect and correct mistracking artifacts (a group of random rows of noise in the frame, usually white or black) in digitalized Analog videos. Rizzi et al. (10.1007 Rizzi et al. (10. /s11042-014-2064 propose a method for digital color, contrast and dynamic restoration to recover the appearance of color rather than the original color signal. In particular, this technique is based on a family of image enhancement algorithms called SCAs (for Spatial Color Algorithms) inspired by the capabilities of the Human Visual System.
Cultural Heritage archives are not only composed by visual items, such as images and videos, but they also contain audio and music resources. The paper by Silovsky et al. (10.1007/ s11042-014-2067-2) present their ongoing research focused on speaker recognition in historical oral archives. Based on a Czech Radio recoding data collected over the time span of more than 30 years, they presented the results of their investigation showing how several factors can affect the recognition process: the aging effect, variability of utterance durations, noise level, and the epoch of original broadcasting.
Lastly, several multimedia case studies and tools conclude the special issue. Karaman et al. (10.1007/s11042-014-2192-y) present the MNEMOSYNE system that builds a profile of the artworks of interest for each museum visitor based on passive observation. The resulting profiles are then used to provide personalized content delivery through a natural interaction interface on an interactive table. The paper by Bartolini et al. (10.1007 Bartolini et al. (10. /s11042-014-2062 proposes a recommender framework, able to deal with heterogeneous cultural heritage data, that provides to tourists personalized visiting paths. Real case studies in outdoor and indoor environments, the Paestum Ruins and Capodimonte Museum, are presented. Places et al. (10.1007 Places et al. (10. /s11042-014-2155 propose a framework for managing the workflow of the digitization of large collections of antique documents. In particular, they describe the digitization process, and a tool supporting all of its phases and tasks. The proposed solution is then applied and tested to the digitalization of more than 10,000 historical documents. Grana et al. (10.1007 Grana et al. (10. /s11042-014-2360 propose a system to segment text and illustration of digitized old documents exploiting a texture characteristic aimed at detecting the repeating patterns of text regions and differentiate them from pictorial elements. Finally, Lombardo et al. (10.1007 Lombardo et al. (10. /s11042-014-2066 ) present a multimedia tool suite for the annotation and visualization of the metadata of the dramatic heritage.
